A theorem of Heilbronn on the distribution of the sequence n29 (mod 1) is extended to sums of mixed powers.
1. Introduction. In 1948 Heilbronn [6] proved that for any e > 0 there exists C(e) such that for any real 9 and N > 1 there is an integer x satisfying (1) 1 < x < N and \\9x2\\ < C(e)A-'/2+£, where ||a|| denotes the difference between a and the nearest integer, taken positively. The result has been extended in several directions. In particular, in [2] an analogous result was obtained for the fractional parts of an additive It therefore appears that an improved estimate for the sum of polynomials with differing degrees would require an improvement in the estimate when the degrees are all equal.
2. Preliminary lemmas and notation. We may suppose that e is a small positive number; let tj be a small positive number which can be chosen as an explicit function of e. We may suppose that A/ > N0(kx,..., ks, e). By F <sc G we mean that |P| < CG where C depends at most on kx, ..., ks and e. We write e(z) for expi>iz).
Lemma 1 (Vinogradov).
Let A satisfy 0 < A < \ and let a be a positive
integer. There exists a function t//(z), periodic with period 1, which satisfies This is a particular case of Lemma 12 of Chapter 1 of Vinogradov [7] .
Lemma 2 (Dirichlet). Let 9 be a real number and Q > 1. Then there exists an integer q satisfying (10) 1 < q < Q and \\q9\\ < Q~x.
See, for example, Theorem 36 of Hardy and Wright [5] .
Lemma 3 (Weyl). Let k > 2 be an integer, K = 2k~x and (16) Nk~27) « 2 mini/VjAflir1).
*-l
We take (? = Nk~iv and choose an integer ¿7 satisfying (10). Rearranging the sum on the right-hand side of (16) 
